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Currently working as a Digital Content Manager for Doctors
Without Borders, I am seeking out new challenges and to
further developing service design, and product management
skills.
I am interested in working for solving problems, may it be
with the use of technology. I thrive for good digital solutions,
a systemic approach to design, believe that users should be
involved in design processes. I also believe that one always
design in a context –which has to be learnt and understood– as
a part of the design process.
At MSF, I worked on developing digital solutions to make
available the offer of mentoring & coaching to managers in the
field. I contributed to the launch and development of weClean,
a startup/cleaning service, and collaborated with ANTI whilst
running a wine and craft beer bar in Oslo.
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Doctors Without Borders
– defining a digital ecosystem

The core of my work at Doctors Without Borders consisted in
designing a digital ecosystem for the newly created Mentoring
& Coaching Hub, an internal initiative to further develop the
offering of mentoring and coaching for field staff.
MSF is a large and complex organization. Its workers are
scattered around the world, some in hostile contexts, in all
possible environments, with various degrees of knowledge
and access to technology. One challenge was certainly to
understand the users’ needs and abilities given the variety of
contexts.
Some of the solutions we designed work as standalone
products (relationship tool), while others had to be integrated
to the existing range of MSF digital platforms (e-learning
course). When I started, some parts of the ecosystem had been
decided upon, others I was part of initiating. The e-learning
course “Induction to mentoring and coaching” for example, is
a tool to improve the success rate of mentoring and coaching
relationships, help the programme managers in their job, while
lowering the barrier to access to mentoring and coaching for
MSF field staff.
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Doctors Without Borders
– organizing a mentoring relationship

Mentoring and coaching are structured and goal oriented
relationships. We are working on an online platform for the
mentor and mentee to decide together on these goals, organize
their meetings, keep track of their discussions, and give each
other feedback.

Organizational diagram

Extract of pilot platform – mentee’s landing page
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Extract of wireframes – mentee landing page

For some years, tools have consisted of Excel sheets. It was
my job –together with a pro-bono provider– to transform the
sheets into an online platform, the “Digital Logbook”.
Several user interviews decided us to reduce the amount
of tools in the platform compared to the analogue original
version. We then adapted the remaining tools as we could
to the existing partner’s platform and launched a pilot with
some selected pairs. After an evaluation, we are building a
new version of the Digital Logbook. The main learnings from
the evaluation are the following: we need to lower the barrier
to access, have even less functionalities, a clearer relationship
path, separate shared notes and personal notes, train the
mentees to the tool, and overall better UI.
We included training of the mentees to the induction course as
well as give an onboarding for first time users. We reduced the
amount of tools, are working on a UI that takes into account
the comments, and gives the users more clarity.

Doctors Without Borders
– induction to mentoring for field staff

Workshop: defining courses objectives

Organizing course content
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While not initially planned, we found several reasons to
develop and induction course to mentoring and coaching. I
facilitated a workshop with mentoring programme managers,
ex-mentees, mentors, and stakeholders. The goal was to get the
stakeholders and mentoring programme managers to agree on
the vision and the learning objectives of the course.
The group exchanged on their ideas of what the induction was,
drew empathy maps, worked on a user stories, journey maps,
and found learning goals. I also shared insight I had gathered
while doing user interviews prior to the event.
It had to be all done at once, because it was a rare opportunity
to have all these people in the same room. I then started
designing the course with one of the programme managers, in
charge of the content and got feedback along the way with all
the stakeholders.

weClean
– launching a cleaning business

Cleaning people’s houses, it turns out, did bring its share of
challenges. Sharing economy apps deliver food, drive you
around, but don’t come into one’s house on their own, don’t
look under the bed and don’t step into the shower. Whatever
the touch point was, being website, app or face to face, we had
to make users feel safe.
In the next page I show how difficult it is to order cleaning
for an apartment: how big is it? How long does it take a
professional cleaner to clean a bathroom? What amount of
detail did we need from a customer to price a cleaning and give
the cleaner the right amount of time to do their job?
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weClean
– ordering a house cleaning

Diagrammatic chart of interaction

Wireframes app
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weClean app

Removing a dialog with customers and trying to make
ordering as easy as possible proved to be an interesting
challenge. In order to manage expectations, and to incite the
customers to give us as much information as possible regarding
the flat (its size and overall condition), we looked among other
things at a dynamic hourly price. The more information the
cleaner is given, the lower the price (which we never ended up
going for).
Talking with several cleaners, we realized that by and large
clients are pretty bad at things like estimating room sizes,
how long it takes a professional cleaner to clean a shower, the
impact of their untidiness on the time needed to clean kitchen.
But in many of our tests, the ordering process rapidly became
long, longer actually than we wanted our customers to use on
ordering. And a feature such as flexible pricing was also not
totally aligned with our aim at a total transparency.

weClean
– connecting services

This is a representation of weClean’s digital ecosystem.

Organizational chart
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weClean aimed to have most cleaning related operations
digitalized and automated, from recruitment to reporting. At
the heart of this system was a custom built back-end.
The rest of the project consisted in:
- describing the data travellivng between the backend and the
‘satellites’,
- describing the data inputs and outputs of each of these
satellites.
Eventually, I wrote a road map that was used internally as a
reference and for investors meetings.

University of Amsterdam
– archived networks

Visualization of networks within archives for three different
years using Gephi, a network visualization tool.
My Master’s thesis is an example of a cross-archival search and
collection critique. I looked at one topic (Margaret Thatcher)
and compared what materials were found on different web
archives and the live web. I looked at how web archiving
curation methods impact what sources are archived and
eventually what stories are told from the different sources.

Networks vizualisations
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University of Amsterdam
– data analysis

Charts

Both these vizulisations are from “My Enemy’s Enemy’s My
Friend: Mapping & Comparing Counter-Jihad and Pro-Israel
Support on Social Networks”, an article aiming to develop our
understanding of the counter-jihad movement’s support base
through its comparison with an issue space that has been
claimed to be related, namely Christian and pro-Israel groups.
On top: visualization showing the users overlap among the
Facebook groups.
At the botton: visualization using Gephi, a network analysis
tool. It represents the relationship between users belonging to
the issue space.

Network visualization
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